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NOTE FROM IPQ’S EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:  The four-part story featured in IPQ’s June/July 
Monthly Update (see pp. 4-90) explores how an FDA-commissioned study carried out 
though the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) is 
helping drive the industry/regulator dialogue and agenda on advancing innovation in 

pharmaceutical manufacturing.

With a workshop held on the study report as a central point of reference, the four parts cover: ● the study’s 
focus, aim, process, organizations involved, and recommendations ● the mechanisms that are now in place 
to enable manufacturing innovation ● the technical and regulatory challenges and opportunities that 
are presenting themselves, and ● the path forward. Included are updates on related developments and 
discussions since the workshop was held.

[See the introduction on p. 4 for more on the depth and breadth of the story and who it features.]

Among US FDA developments highlighted in the Updates in Brief section of the June/July issue (see pp. 90-
98) are ● an FDA-wide “Enterprise Modernization Action Plan” ● a report to Congress on drug shortages and 
guidances to supply chain trading partners on reporting, and ● a workshop on enhancing global access to 
medicines and a progress report on the “Global Generics Drug Cluster Forum.”

Developments in Europe included: ● updated pre- and post-authorization guidances ● EMA’s 2021 annual 
report ● quality standards from the EC on substances of human origin ● establishment by EMA of an 
“Industry Stakeholders Group” ● EFPIA’s 2021 inspection survey, and ● Ph. Eur. revisions in conjunction 
with its commission meeting in June.

On the broader international level, of particular import were: ● the announcement by ICMRA of pilots on 
inspection and CMC/PAC assessment collaboration, and ● a crackdown by INTERPOL members on illicit 
on-line pharmacies.

There were nine drug GMP warning letters posted by FDA during June and July (see pp. 99-106). Five of these 
involved finished dosage manufacturers, four of which were OTC manufacturers, including two making hand 
sanitizers. A letter went to a maker of unapproved cellular products for allogenic indications, and another to a 
compounder in the outsourcer category. Two additional letters went to API manufacturers/repackers.

Warning letters were also sent to a compounder in Mexico, to hand sanitizer makers in Korea and China, and 
to an API producer in Spain.

“CGMP deviations” was again the leading reason drug recalls posted by FDA during June and July (see pp. 
108-112), with 20 of the 66 posted falling into this category. Of these CGMP-related recalls, 19 were rated 
Class II and one Class III. 

Microbiological contamination/sterility assurance and labeling/packaging problems followed with 14 each. 
There were three Class I’s among the micro group, and two in the labeling/packaging contingent. Three of 
four NDA/monograph compliance recalls, two of four in the potency/content uniformity category, and one 
in four of the stability/dissolution recalls received the most-serious Class I rating.

Bill Paulson, Editor-in-Chief


